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Christ and Paul insist on an experience that is vital and possible under all 
forms of thought. 

Every minister of the gospel and every thoughtful layman ought to 

possess this volume and make its contents their own. 
GEORGE A. BARTON 

BRYN MAWR, PA. 

Genesis. By H. G. MITCHELL. [Bible for Home and School.] 
New York: Macmillan, 1909. 379 pages. $0.90. 

The book of Genesis-the book of beginnings-is always fascinating 
and deserves the best scholarship that can be secured for its treatment. 
Professor Mitchell is an up-to-date student of this book and has brought 
to his task as commentator a ripe knowledge and a sane method. The 

policy of this series of commentaries excludes from its notes all processes 
both critical and exegetical, and gives, on the basis of the assured results 
of criticism, such explanations and notes as are adapted to the rapid reader. 
The brief, clear introduction gives an analysis of the five chief documents 
of Genesis; a clear and sufficiently detailed analysis of the book as a whole; 
and adds a bibliography of useful material for further study of the historical, 
topographical, and interpretative study of Genesis. The practical arrange- 
ment of the matter on the page of the commentary is especially helpful. 
At the top we find the translation of the Revised Version of 1885. Before 
each word or phrase on which comments are given, on the lower half of the 

page, there stands a hollow circle. And after each word or phrase on 
which one of the versions supply something helpful, we find a figure, 
referring to such helps inserted between the translation and the commentary. 
The outer margin, too, of the translation presents the literary analysis 
given in the introduction. The volume is well adapted for the class of 
readers for which it has been prepared. 

IRA MAURICE PRICE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
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